EXCESSIVE SUCCESS OF THE STUDENTS FROM THE UNIVERSITY OF FORESTRY IN THE UNIVERSITY WINTER GAMES OF BOROVETS 2017
The IX Winter University Games and the Winter University of Borovets 2017 were organized and held by the Association of Academic Sports "Academic" and the National Representation of the Student Councils in Borovets resort from 12.03 to 16.03.2017. In the ski-alpine skiing competitions, snowboarding, Cross-country skiing, ski rally, snow relay and fast sleigh were attended by over 350 students from 21 higher schools in Bulgaria. The competitors from the University of Forestry won 3rd place in the final classification of medals. This is the best ranking of our students in the nine University Winter Games. They scored a total of 4 cups, 2 gold, 2 silver and 3 bronze medals.
In the snowboarding competition - giant slalom women, the UF team became Republican student champion, winning the gold medals.
Composition of the women's snowboard team at the UF (from left to right): Violeta Kotova-IV course, EEP; Pamela Filipova - IV course, LA; Kristina Georgieva-I course, VM and Teodora Markova-III course, LA.
Violeta Kotova - IV Course, EEP - Women's Gold Medal Team Snowboard.
Kristina Georgieva - I Course, Veterinary Medicine - **Gold medal** - team snowboard women.
Pamela Filipova - IV Course, Landscape Architecture - **Gold medal** - team snowboard women.
Teodora Markova - III Course, LA - **Gold Medal** - Women's Team Snowboard
In the individual ranking in the discipline giant slalom snowboard women, Violeka Kotova - IV course, EOS won silver medal.
Violeta Kotova - IV course, EEP won the silver medal.
The snowboard team - men of the UF, won the second place in the team ranking in the giant slalom discipline.

Team composition:
Ivan Todorov - IV course, LA;
Martin Kolev - IV course, AF;
Theodor Trifonov - III course, LA;
Kiril Dinev - II course, AF and
Ivaylo Denishev I Course, FF.

In the picture / on the left /:
Ivan Todorov
Ivan Todorov - V course, Landscape architecture – silver medal - team snowboard men.
Theodor Trifonov-III course, Landscape architecture
Silver medal - Team snowboard men.
Kiril Dinev - II course, Agronomy - **silver medal** team men's snowboard.
Pamela Filipova and Ivan Todorov with the cups for the first place in team women and Second place team Men from the Race Snowboarding.
The UF ski-alpine women's team won the **bronze medals** in the giant slalom discipline.

**Team composition:**
- Nicoleta Okolska-II c. ED
  / Pictured in 3rd place /
- Nikolaiq Nikova-IV c. FF
- Tsvetelina Vasileva-IV c. AF
- Nicole Krusteva-I c VM and
- Margarita Alexandrova-I c. VM
Bronze medals in the discipline ski-alpine disciplines giant slalom women /from left to right/: Nikolaiq Nikova - IV c. FF, Margarita Alexandrova - I c. VM, Nicole Krusteva - I c. VM, Nikoleta Okolska - II c. ED, Tsvetelina Vasileva - IV c. AF.
Tsvetelina Vasileva - bronze medal

Nicole Krusteva - bronze medal
Nikolaiq Nikova-bronze medal
The men's ski-alpine skiing at the UF won the IVth place in the team's giant slalom discipline.

Nikolay Yonchev-master

Svetlin Nikolov - IV c. VM
Mihail Kolchagov - I c. FF

Dimitar Mandzhukov - I c. FF
Damian Terziev - IV course, FF
The team of ski-alpine disciplines (men and women) of the UF.
In the "Snow Relay" discipline, the UF team consisting of Kiril Dinev, Ivaylo Denishev, Dimitar Mandjoukov, Svetlin Nikolov, Damian Terziev and Marian Grebencharsky won the bronze medals.
Delegation of University of Forestry at University Winter Games Borovets 2017
The competitors from the University of Forestry won 3rd place in the final classification of medals.